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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

 

In mammals, blood and tissues are usually maintained in a narrow range of pH 

around 7.4 mainly through regulation of respiration and renal acid extrusion. 

However, mammalian cells are often exposed to acidic environments in diseased 

areas such as inflammatory loci [1,2] and cancer nests [3]. Alterations in the 

microenvironments at the sites of infection and inflammation have been studied 

since the 1940s. The development of acidic environments is a hallmark of 

inflammatory processes and is attributed to the local increase of lactic-acid 

production by anaerobic glycolysis and to the presence of short-chain, fatty acid 

by-products of bacterial metabolism [4,5]. In solid tumors, the tumor 

microenvironments are also usually more acidic than normal, with values of 

extracellular pH ranging from 5.8 to 7.4, both in human and rodent malignant 

tissues [6-8]. 

Although immune cell infiltration is often observed in acidic inflammatory sites 

and tumor areas [9-12], relatively few studies have focused on the effect of 

extracellular acidic pH on the function of immune cells [13]. Observations made in 

stimulated macrophages indicated that extracellular acidification results in the 

inhibition of superoxide anion production, Fc-mediated phagocytosis, and TNF-α 

release [14], whereas Grabowski et al. [15] showed that environmental 

acidification increases the phagocytosis of opsonized particles by macrophages. 

Calcium ion mobilization, shape change response, up-regulation of CD18 

expression, production of H2O2, and release of myeloperoxidase were markedly 

enhanced in neutrophils stimulated in acidic pH medium [16]. Müller et al. [17] 

showed impaired cytotoxic activity of natural killer (NK) as well as 

lymphokine-activated killer (LAK) cells at acidic pH. Exposure of murine 

dendritic cells (DCs) to pH 6.5 stimulates macropinocytosis and cross-presentation 

of extracellular antigens by MHC class I molecules [18]. Moreover, transient 

exposure to acidic conditions triggers not only the phenotypic maturation of human 
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DCs, but also a high level of IL-12 production [19]. The different signaling 

pathways have been investigated under different pH conditions in Jurkat T cells 

[20] and the phosphorylation levels of p38 and ERK were elevated at acidic pH 

[21]. These previous studies support the notion that acidic extracellular 

environments exert a great influence on immune response. However, it is still 

unclear how extracellular low pH affects TCR signaling.  

Cellular signal transduction is initiated by the binding of a ligand to its receptor. 

The receptor generally functions in the complex form including homo- and 

hetero-multimers before and after the ligand binding [22-26]. Clustering of 

transmembrane proteins on the cell surface was proposed in the lipid raft model of 

the plasma membrane [27]. Cholestrol, unsaturated sphingolopids and lipid 

modified proteins etc do not distribute uniformly in the plasma membrane [28]. It 

is suggested that proteins may exist in “protein islands” connected to the 

cytoskeleton molecules (protein island model) [29]. Clustering of TCR complex is 

the first event for immune cell responses. The foreign antigens are recognized by T 

cell antigen receptor (TCR) on the cell surfaces, and the T cells were activated to 

initiate immune responses [30]. The membrane organization of TCR on the T cell 

surface has been investigated [31-33]. Similarly, linker of activated T cells (LAT) 

was also proposed to exist in “protein islands” on the surface of mast cells and T 

cells [34]. Microscopic techniques have shown the separate clusters of TCR and 

LAT in pre-activated T cells, and these clusters transiently concatenate into 

microclusters upon antigen recognition [35]. The costimulation of TCR with CD28 

was reported to require co-localization of TCR and CD28 at the plasma membrane 

[36].  It is remain unclear why such complex formation is required for signal 

initiation and how the complex is formed. Woolf and Linderman [37] proposed 

that the self-assembly is induced by protein dimerization when the binding speed is 

higher than the diffusion rate of proteins. 

In this study, I investigated how acidic extracellular environments affects TCR 

signaling and examined the model of cluster formation proposed by Woolf and 

Linderman with Monte Carlo simulation.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

How does the extracellular low pH affect TCR signaling ? 

 

1-1. Introduction 

T cells have a key role in immune response, and T cell signal transduction has 

been investigated since the mid-1980s. Following antigen presentation to TCR by 

APC (antigen-presenting cell), the binding of antigen/MHC complexes to the TCR 

triggers the tyrosine phosphorylation of the ITAMs (Immunoreceptor 

Tyrosine-based Activation Motifs), present in the TCR-associated CD3-ξ subunits. 

The activated ITAMs function by orchestrating the sequential activation of the 

Src-related PTKs (Protein Tyrosine Kinases): Lck and Fyn, which initiate TCR 

signaling, followed by the activation of ZAP-70 (tyrosine kinase-associated protein 

of 70 kDa) or the related Syk kinase, which further amplifies the response [38]. 

The translocation of Lck and ZAP-70 is regulated by RhoH (an 

hematopoietic-specific, GTPase-deficient Rho GTPase) [39]. The alternative 

TCR/CD3/FcRγ complex recruits and activates Syk, instead of ZAP-70 [40]. These 

various PTKs phosphorylate an adaptor protein LAT, ultimately resulting in the 

phosphorylation and activation of phospholipase C-γ (PLC-γ) [41]. PLC-γ cleaves 

phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) in the plasma membrane to generate 

diacylglycerol, which activates protein kinase C (PKC) and Ras-dependent 

pathways, and 1,4,5-inositol trisphosphate (IP3), which causes entry of Ca
2+
 to 

cytosol from two sources: the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the extracellular 

fluid [42]. The increase in [Ca
2+
]i consequently leads to the activation of signal 

proteins and transcription factors, including NFAT, NF-κB, and JNK1 [43-45]. In 

turn, these transcription factors regulate the expressions of several inducible genes 

such as IL-2, that mediate diverse genetic programs including immune effector 

functions, cell proliferation, cell differentiation, and cell death (Fig. 1-1).   

In this study, I investigated the effect of extracellular acidic environments on 

TCR signal transduction in Jurkat T cell lines and human T cells from peripheral 
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blood. The activation of proteins in the initial complex and well-studied signal 

proteins in the middle of the pathways, the cytosolic level of free calcium ions as 

second messengers, and cytokine gene expression as a target of the TCR signaling 

were examined with cells cultured at acidic pH. 
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Fig. 1-1. Proximal signalling complexes and downstream responses induced by 

T-cell  receptor (TCR) ligation.
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T-cell  receptor (TCR) ligation.
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1-2. Materials and Methods 

Cells and antibodies 

Human acute leukemia T cell line Jurkat E6.1 cells were supplied by Takashi 

Saito (RIKEN, Japan). Jurkat P116 cells were a gift from Shigeo Koyasu (Keio 

University, Japan) with the permission of Robert T. Abraham (The Burnham 

Institute, CA). Jurkat J14 and J.CaM2.5 cell lines were gifts from Arthur Weiss 

(California University, San Francisco). Anti-ZAP-70 monoclonal antibody (mAb), 

anti-phospho- -ZAP-70 (Y319) mAb, anti-Lck (Y505) mAb, anti-LAT (Y171) 

mAb, anti-ERK1 (MK12) mAb, anti-phospho-ERK1/2 (T202/Y204) mAb, 

Anti-NFAT-1 and anti-p38α (27/p38a/SAPK2a) mAb were obtained from BD 

Biosciences. Anti-phosphotyrosine mAb (4G10, Upstate Biotechnology), 

anti-phospho-CD3-ξ mAb (Y142, Epitomics), anti-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (GAPDH) mAb (Cell Signaling), anti-phopho-p38 (T180/Y182, 

Sigma) mAb, anti-phospho-phospholipase C-γ1 (PLC-γ1) mAb (Y783, Cell 

Signaling), and anti-Syk antibody (Cell Signaling) were purchased. Anti-human 

CD3 mAb (OKT-3) and anti-human CD28 mAb (CD28.6) were purchased from 

eBioscience. Goat anti-mouse IgG conjugated with alkaline phosphatase (AP) and 

goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated with AP antibodies were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich. Goat anti-rabbit IgG horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-linked 

antibody and goat anti-mouse IgG HRP-linked antibody were obtained from Cell 

Signaling. 

 

Cell culture 

Jurkat cell lines were cultured in RPMI-1640 (Wako Co., Japan) containing 10 

µg/ml gentamicin and 5 µg/ml fungizone supplemented with 10% FBS at 37°C 

under 5% CO2. For culture at different pH values, cells were transferred to 

RPMI-1640 containing 10 µg/ml gentamicin, 5 µg/ml fungizone, 10% FBS, and 10 

mM PIPES [piperazine-N,N’-bis(2-ethanesulfonic acid)] for pH 6.3 or 10 mM 

HEPES [4-(2-hydroxyethyl) 1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid] for pH 7.6 instead of 
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Na2CO3, and cells were cultured without CO2 gas supply. Medium containing FBS 

was often contaminated with germs when medium pH was adjusted, and it was 

hard to sterilize medium containing FBS. Therefore, medium pH was first adjusted 

to 6.2 and 7.7 by the addition of NaOH before the addition of FBS. After 

sterilization of the medium by filtration, FBS was added. After the addition of FBS, 

the pH values changed into 6.3 and 7.6, respectively. 

 

Isolation of human T cells from peripheral blood  

Human peripheral blood was obtained from a adult healthy volunteer. Peripheral 

blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) obtained from the healthy donor were isolated 

by density gradient centrifugation over Ficoll-Hypaque 1077 (Pharmacia, Uppsala, 

Sweden). PBMC were washed twice in ice-cold buffer (PBS, pH7.2, 0.5%BSA, 2 

mM EDTA) and subsequently used for magnetic cell sorting. Untouched Pan T 

cells were purified by negative selection with human Pan T cell isolation Kit 

(Miltenyi Biotec, Germany) and BD IMagnet (BD Biosciences) according to the 

manufacturers’ instructions. Purified cells were then cultured under pH 7.6 and pH 

6.3 as described above for 24 h. 

 

Western blot analysis 

Cells were cultured under various pH conditions as described above for 24 h. 

Then anti-CD3 monoclonal antibodies (OKT-3) and/or anti-CD28 monoclonal 

antibodies (CD28.6) were added to the culture medium. After incubated for the 

indicated time, cells were harvested, washed with ice-cold PBS (10 mM sodium 

phosphate, pH 7.0, containing 137 mM NaCl, 4 mM KCl, 10 mM NaF and 1 mM 

Na3VO4), and collected by centrifugation. The resulting pellet was resuspended in 

lysis buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.8, 1% NP-40, 20 mM EDTA, 10 mM NaF, 1 

mM Na3VO4, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 1 µg/ml aprotinin and 0.2 µM 

leupeptin) and incubated for 20 min on ice. The suspension was centrifuged at 

10,000 rpm for 10 min. NE-PER Nuclear and Cytoplasmic Extraction Kit (Thermo 
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Scientific) was used for cell lysis and extraction of separate cytoplasmic and 

nuclear protein fractions. The collected supernatants were mixed with 4×sodium 

dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-PAGE sample buffer (125 mM Tris–HCl, pH 6.8, 30% 

glycerol, 4% SDS, 10% β-mercaptoetanol and 0.05% bromophenol blue) and 

boiled for 90 seconds. The mixture was applied to a 10% polyacrylamide gel 

containing 0.1% SDS. Proteins separated by gel electrophoresis were transferred to 

a PVDF membrane. The membrane was blocked with 3% bovine serum albumin in 

PBS and then incubated with antibodies against target proteins, followed by AP or 

HRP conjugated anti-mouse IgG or anti-rabbit IgG. GAPDH in the cell extracts 

was used as a loading control. 

 

Measurement of the concentration of cytosolic free calcium ions 

([Ca
2+
]i)  

After Jurkat cells had been cultured in pH 7.6 and pH 6.3 media for 24 h, cells 

were collected and washed with pH 7.6 and pH 6.3 culture media without phenol 

red, respectively.  

(1) Measurement of [Ca
2+
]i using fluorescence probe Fura-2. Cells (1.0×10

6 

cells/ml) were incubated with 5 µM Fura-2-acetoxymethyl ester (Dojindo Co., 

Japan) for 45 min at 37°C in the same medium as that used for washing. 

Probenecid (2.5 mM) was added to the medium to avoid Fura-2 leakage. After 

Fura-2 loading, cells were washed and resuspended in the same medium. The 

fluorescence from the Fura-2-loaded cells was monitored with a ratiometric 

fluorescence spectrophotometer (HITACHI, F-2500). The excitation wavelengths 

were 340 and 380nm, and emission was measured at 510 nm. Then OKT-3 (0.2 

µg/ml) and/or CD28.6 (5 µg/ml) were added to the cell suspension. After 

incubation at 37°C for 5 min, fluorescence was monitored again under the same 

conditions. The [Ca
2+
]i was estimated as described by Grynkiewicz et al. [46] using 

the following formula:   

[Ca
2+
]i =Kd[(R-Rmin)/(Rmax-R)]Fmin(380)/Fmax(380) 
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where R is the ratio of the fluorescence intensity at 340 nm to the intensity at 380 

nm, and Rmax and Rmin are the fluorescence ratios at 340 nm to that at 380 nm 

obtained with the addition of 2 mM CaCl2 plus 5 µM ionomycin and further 

addition of 5 mM EGTA, respectively. Kd represents the apparent dissociation 

constant of Fura-2, and 224 nM was used in the present study. Fmax(380) and 

Fmin(380) are the fluorescence intensities obtained with the addition of 2 mM 

CaCl2 plus 5 µM ionomycin and further addition of 5 mM EGTA, respectively. 

BPT2 (Calbiochem) was used to inhibit Ca
2+
 release-activated Ca

2+
 channels in the 

plasma membrane. 

(2) Measurement of Ca
2+
 mobilization with fluorescence probe Fluo-4. Cells 

(1.0×10
6 cells/ml) were incubated with 4 µM Fluo-4-acetoxymethyl ester 

(invitrogen, USA) for 30 min at 37°C in the same medium as that used for washing. 

Probenecid (2.5 mM) was added to the medium to avoid Fluo-4 leakage. After 

loading, cells were washed and resuspended in the same medium containing 2 mM 

CaCl2. After incubation at 37°C for another 30 min, 200 µl cells were applied in a 

96 well plate (Perkin-Elmer, OptiPlate-96 F). The changes of fluorescence from 

the Fluo-4-loaded cells were monitored with a microplate reader (Perkin-Elmer, 

2030 ARVO χ) at 485 nm excitation and 535 nm emission. OKT-3 (0.2 µg/ml) 

and/or CD28.6 (5 µg/ml), ionomycin were added to the cell suspension 

automatically with dispensers.  

 

Measurement of intracellular pH (pHi) 

The pHi was measured by the pH-sensitive fluorescent probe 2',7'-bis-(2-car- 

-boxyethyl)-5-(and-6)-carboxyfluorescein (BCECF). Cells were loaded with 5 µM 

of BCECF acetoxymethyl ester (Dojindo Co., Japan) for 30 min at 37°C in pH 7.6 

or pH 6.3 RPMI-1640 media (without phenol red) as described above. The 

resulting cells were rinsed and resuspended in the same medium. To obtain the pH 

calibration curve, cells were incubated with 4 µM of K
+
/H

+
 ionophore nigericin in 

calibrating RPMI-1640 media containing 140 mM KCl at pH 6.3, 6.6, 6.9, 7.2 or 
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7.5. The fluorescence of BCECF was monitored in a ratiometric fluorescence 

spectrophotometer (HITACHI, F-2500). The excitation wavelengths were 500 and 

450 nm. The emission wavelength was 530 nm. 

 

Real-time quantitative PCR 

Total RNA was isolated with the use of a TRI Reagent (Sigma-Aldrich), 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Total RNA (2 µg) was 

reverse-transcribed using Reverse Transcriptase (TOYOBO) in a total volume of 

20 µl containing the random primer for 18S rRNA or the polyT primer for targeted 

genes. Real-time quantitative PCR amplification was performed with an ABI 

PRISM 7000 Sequence Detection System (Applied Biosystem) using the FastStart 

Universal SYBR Green Master[Rox] (Roche Diagnostics) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. The PCR reaction was carried out with a mixture 

containing 12.5 µl of Real-time PCR Master Mix, 7.5 µM of each sense and 

antisense primer, 25 ng of cDNA, and nuclease-free water in a total volume of 25 

µl. The standard thermal profile for PCR amplification was 50°C for 2 min, 95°C 

for 10 min, and 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 seconds and 60°C for 60 seconds. 

 

Statistical analysis 

Student’s t-test was utilized in this study. 

 

1-3. Results 

Phosphorylation of CD3 and ZAP-70 induced by CD3 stimulation 

at acidic pH 

We first measured the phosphorylations of proteins in the initial step of TCR 

signaling, CD3-ζ, Lck, Syk, ZAP-70, and LAT, at acidic pH without CD3 

stimulation. The phosphorylations of CD3-ζ and ZAP-70 were increased obviously 

at acidic pH, but the phosphorylations of other proteins were not. Therefore, the 

phosphorylations of CD3-ζ and ZAP-70 were further examined with the addition of 
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OKT-3, the stimulator of TCR signaling. The phosphorylation levels of these two 

proteins were measured at 0, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 min after treatment with OKT-3. 

The phosphorylations reached a maximal level at 5 min after the addition of 

OKT-3 at both pH 7.6 and 6.3 (data not shown). 

CD3-ξ was phosphorylated upon the addition of 0.2 µg/ml OKT-3 at pH 7.6 and 

the phosphorylation level was somewhat increased when the concentration of 

OKT-3 was increased to 4 µg/ml (Fig. 1-2A). In contrast, the phosphorylation level 

of CD3-ξ was maximal at pH 6.3 when 0.2 µg/ml of OKT-3 was added, and the 

level was higher than that at pH 7.6 (Fig. 1-2A). This result was supported by 

repeated measurements using separate culture. It should be noted that the medium 

pH decreased from 7.6 to 7.4 after 24 h culture, while the change in medium pH 

was less than 0.1 pH units after 24 h culture in pH 6.3 medium. 

The phosphorylation level of ZAP-70 without CD3 stimulation was reported to 

be higher at pH 6.3 than that at pH 7.6 [21]. The activation of ZAP-70 induced by 

CD3 stimulation was again higher at pH 6.3 than that at pH 7.6 at any 

concentration of OKT-3 tested (Fig. 1-2B). In this experiment, the bands of 

p-ZAP-70 were faint at pH 7.6. When higher amounts of proteins were applied to 

the gel, the denser bands of p-ZAP-70 were observed upon the addition of OKT-3 

at pH 7.6, and the staining of the denser bands at pH 6.3 approached saturation 

under the same conditions. The similar result was also obtained by stronger 

exposure (data not shown). These results demonstrate that the TCR signaling 

induced by OKT-3 is more active at acidic pH. 

 

Phosphorylation of PLC-γ1 at acidic pH 

ZAP-70 associated with TCR/CD3 complex phosphorylates an adaptor protein 

LAT, resulting in the phosphorylation of PLC-γ [41]. We next measured the 

phosphorylation of PLC-γ1. The phosphorylation level of PLC-γ1 was maximal at 

5 min after the addition of OKT-3 at both pH 7.6 and 6.3. The phosphorylation of 

PLC-γ1 was induced more strongly by OKT-3 at pH 6.3, compared with that at pH 
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7.6. The phosphorylation level was slightly increased by the costimulation with 

CD28.6 at pH 7.6, while the costimulation did not increase the phosphorylation 

level at pH 6.3 (Fig. 1-3). 

 

Increase in [Ca
2+
]i under acidic conditions 

It has been reported that the stimulation of CD3 increases [Ca
2+
]i via the 

activation of PLC-γ and that the level is further increased by the addition of 

CD28.6 under neutral conditions [47,48]. Our present data confirmed the previous 

results at pH 7.6 (Fig. 1-4). The level of [Ca
2+
]i was increased by the addition of 

OKT-3 at pH 6.3 to a higher level than that upon the addition of OKT-3 plus 

CD28.6 at pH 7.6 (Fig. 1-4). Interestingly, further addition of CD28.6 decreased 

the level of [Ca
2+
]i induced by CD3 stimulation at pH 6.3 (Fig. 1-4). These results 

suggest that Ca
2+
 mobilization is induced only by CD3 stimulation under acidic 

conditions and that the stimulation of CD28 attenuates the Ca
2+
 mobilization 

induced by CD3 stimulation. 

  The Ca
2+
 mobilization was strongly inhibited by BTP2, a potent inhibitor of Ca

2+
 

release-activated Ca
2+
 channels in the plasma membrane [49], at pH 7.6, while the 

inhibition was weak at pH 6.3 (Fig. 1-5). The inhibition was not strengthened after 

incubation with BTP2 for 20 min at pH 6.3 (data not shown). These results indicate 

that the increment of [Ca
2+
]i after TCR activation in acidic conditions in Jurkat T 

cells is mainly contributed to the Ca
2+ 
entry through CRAC channel and Ca

2+
 can 

be mobilized from cytosolic organelles besides the extracellular fluid at acidic pH. 

The Jurkat mutants, P116 (ZAP-70-), J.CaM2.5 (LAT-) and J14 (SLP-76-), have 

less ability to increase [Ca
2+
]i when CD3 is stimulated [50-52]. In agreement with 

these previous reports, the level of [Ca
2+
]i upon addition of OKT-3 was lower in 

these mutants than that in the wild type at pH 7.6 (Fig. 1-6). The increments of 

[Ca
2+
]i in P116 and J.CaM2.5 were also lower than that in the wild type at pH 6.3. 

In contrast, the increased level by the addition of OKT-3 in J14 was similar to that 

of the wild type at pH 6.3 (Fig. 1-6). These results imply that the increase in [Ca
2+
]i 
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is mediated through ZAP-70 and LAT, but not SLP-76 under acidic conditions. 

A rapid increase in [Ca
2+
]i is seen when resting T cells are treated anti-CD3 

antibodies. This response in a minority of T cells occurs within 30 s of activation 

and has also been reported by June et al. [53]. The Ca
2+
 mobilization were 

determined by Fluo-4 with Jurkat and Jurkat mutant cells after CD3 and/or CD28 

stimulation in a real time manner. And the results were consistent with those 

obtained with Fura-2 that Ca
2+
 mobilization was more strongly induced by CD3 

stimulation under acidic conditions through ZAP-70 and LAT, but not SLP-76. 

And the costimulation of CD28 attenuated the Ca
2+
 mobilization induced by CD3 

stimulation (Fig. 1-7). 

 

Cytosolic pH (pHi) at acidic pH 

There are two possible explanations for the high activation of TCR signalling at 

acidic pH. One is that the activation upon the binding of antibodies to TCR is 

affected by the external pH. The second one is that the phosphorylation activity is 

dependent on the cytosolic pH. The pHi values were 7.31 ± 0.05 (n = 6) and 6.70 ± 

0.05 (n = 6) in pH 7.6 and 6.3 media, respectively. The pHi values after the 

addition of 0.2 µg/ml of OKT-3 were 7.32 ± 0.06 (n = 6) and 6.66 ± 0.05 (n = 6) in 

pH 7.6 and 6.3 media, respectively, indicating that CD3 stimulation has no 

significant effect on the pHi regulation. Taken together with results shown in Fig. 

1-2 that the induction of TCR signalling was higher at acidic pH at any 

concentration of OKT-3 tested, the second explanation may be more possible. 

 

Activation of ERK and p38 at acidic pH 

MAPK p38 and ERK are phosphorylated downstream of TCR signalling [54,55]. 

The phosphorylation levels of MAPK p38 and ERK without CD3 stimulation were 

found to be higher at pH 6.3 than those at alkaline pH [19,21]. In the present study, 

the activation of MAPK p38 and ERK induced by CD3 stimulation was examined. 

The phosphorylation level of ERK was maximal at 5 min after the addition of 
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OKT-3 at both pH 7.6 and 6.3 (data not shown). The phosphorylation of ERK1/2 

was stimulated by the addition of OKT-3 both at pH 7.6 and 6.3, and the activation 

level increased as pH decreased (Fig. 1-8A). No activation of ERK2 in the 

presence of OKT-3 was observed in P116 cells at pH 6.3, whereas the 

phosphorylation of ERK1 was stimulated slightly by the addition of OKT-3 under 

the same conditions (Fig. 1-8A). The bands of p-ERK2 were faint, especially in the 

presence of OKT-3, at pH 7.6 (Fig.1-8A), compared with the data reported 

previously [54,55]. When higher amounts of proteins were applied to the gel, the 

denser bands of p-ERK2 were observed at pH 7.6, and the staining approached 

saturation at pH 6.3 (data not shown). 

The phosphorylation level of p38 was maximal at 30 min after the addition of 

OKT-3 at both pH 7.6 and 6.3. The activation of p38 was observed without the 

addition of OKT-3 at pH 6.3, and was increased slightly after CD3 stimulation (Fig. 

1-8B). No p38 activation was observed in the P116 cells at pH 7.6 or 6.3 regardless 

of the presence or absence of OKT-3. These results suggest that the TCR signaling 

pathway that activates ERK1/2 and p38 is also dependent on ZAP-70 and is more 

active at acidic pH. 

 

Nuclear translocation of NFAT and NFκB at acidic pH 

Calcium signaling activates the phosphatase calcineurin and induces movement of 

the transcription factor NFAT proteins into the nucleus [56]. The 

dephosphorylation and translocation of NFAT was examined and found that under 

acidic condition, the nuclear translocation of NFAT induced by CD3 was much 

weaker than that at pH 7.6 (Fig. 1-9）. Ca
2+
-dependent phosphatase calcineurin 

synergized with PKC-dependent pathways to degrade IκBα and result in the 

activation of NFκB [57]. To detect the effects of acidic conditions on the activation 

of NFκB pathway, I analyzed the nuclear translocation of transcription factor 

NFκB and the result showed that the movement of NFκB proteins into the nucleus 

was more strongely induced under acidic condition (Fig. 1-9). 
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Expressions of cytokines at acidic pH 

Since CD3 stimulation was reported to induce cytokine production [58,59], we 

measured the expressions of cytokines under acidic conditions. The level of mRNA 

has been generally normalized using the mRNA level of β-actin or GAPDH. There 

are no data to show that the mRNA levels of these control genes are not affected by 

pH. We therefore measured the levels of 18S rRNA and mRNAs of β-actin and 

GAPDH. The levels of 18S rRNA and GAPDH mRNA were affected by neither 

pH nor OKT-3, while the mRNA level of β-actin was decreased at acidic pH. It 

should be noted that the same amount of RNA prepared from cells was used for all 

experiments. It has been reported that the content of ribosomes per cell was 

approximately 4×10
6
[60], and the amount of GAPDH mRNA per cell can be 

estimated to be 8×10
5
 copies using 18S rRNA as a control RNA. 

  The mRNA level of IL-10 calculated was higher than that of GAPDH, but the 

expression was dependent on neither OKT-3 nor pH (Fig. 1-10A). The mRNA 

level of IL-10 was almost the same in the wild type Jurkat, J.CaM2.5, and J14 cells 

at both pH 7.6 and 6.3 (data not shown), suggesting that the expression of the 

anti-inflammatory cytokine, IL-10, is independent of TCR signaling. 

  The expression of IL-2 was stimulated by OKT-3 and further increased by the 

costimulation with anti-CD28 at pH7.6 (Fig. 1-10B), in agreement with previous 

reports [58,59]. In contrast, the expression of IL-2 was not increased significantly 

by the addition of OKT-3 at pH 6.3, and the costimulation with anti-CD28 had no 

effect on the expression (Fig. 1-10B). These results suggested that IL-2 expression 

was independent from TCR signaling in Jurkat cells under acidic conditions. 

Furthermore, the mRNA level of IL-2 was less than 0.02% of ribosomal RNA and 

less than 0.1% of GAPDH mRNA. The similar results were obtained in cells 

treated with OKT-3 for 30 or 60 min. Under these circumstances, the binding 

chance of IL-2 mRNA to ribosomes seems to be very low. Furthermore, it can be 

argued that any regulator has a low binding affinity to target even if it is inactive. 

This means that expression of any gene always occurs at a low level without the 
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activation. Therefore, gene expression at a low level such as that of IL-2 observed 

at pH 6.3 might be insufficient to synthesize enough amounts for its function. 

Besides the relative changes examined generally to date, the absolute value of the 

mRNA level may be important in the investigation of gene expression. 

It was reported that the expressions of IL-5 and INF-γ were dependent on [Ca
2+
]i 

[49]. The mRNA levels of these two genes were less than 0.02% of the level of 

GAPDH mRNA and were independent of CD3 stimulation for 5, 30 and 60 min at 

pH 6.3 (data not shown). In addition to these genes, no significant increase in the 

expressions of IL-3, IL-4, IL-6, IL-9, IL-13, IL-16, IL-18, and TNF-α by CD3 

stimulation was observed at pH 6.3 (data not shown). It remains unclear which 

gene is induced by CD3 stimulation at acidic pH. 

 

The effects of acidic pH on TCR signaling in human peripheral 

blood T cells  

I finally investigated the effect of extracellular acidic environments on TCR 

signal transduction in human T cells from peripheral blood. The activation of 

proteins in the initial signal complex - CD3-ζ, ZAP-70, LAT and the well-studied 

signal protein in the middle of the pathways- PLC-γ1, as well as Ca
2+
 mobilization, 

were examined with cells cultured at acidic pH. The phosphorylations of CD3-ζ, 

ZAP-70 and PLC-γ1 were induced by CD3 stimulation at pH6.3, but the levels 

were weaker than those at pH 7.6 (Fig. 1-11). The activation of LAT could not be 

induced upon the addition of OKT-3 regardless of pH change (data not shown).  

The Ca
2+
 mobilization was induced by the addition of OKT-3 at pH 7.6, while 

no increment of [Ca
2+
]i was observed at pH 6.3 (Fig. 1-12A). Although further 

addition of CD28.6 increased the level of [Ca
2+
]i induced by OKT-3 at pH 6.3, the 

level was lower than that at pH 7.6 (Fig. 1-12B). These data indicate that the 

activation of TCR signaling induced by CD3 stimulation is impaired at acidic pH 

in human peripheral blood T cells.  



Figure 1-2. Phosphorylation of CD3-ξ and ZAP-70 in Jurkat T cells stimulated 

by OKT-3. 
After Jurkat cells had been cultured in pH 7.6 or 6.3 media for 24 h, OKT-3 was added to the 

culture media at the indicated concentrations. After 5 min incubation with OKT-3 (0.2 µg/ml), 

the cells were harvested and whole cell extracts were analyzed using anti-p-CD3-ξ mAb, 

anti-ZAP-70 mAb, anti-p-ZAP-70 mAb, and anti-GAPDH mAb as described in Materials and 

Methods. (A) phosphorylation of CD3-ξ. (B) phosphorylation of ZAP-70.
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Figure 1-3. Phosphorylation of PLC-γ1 stimulated by OKT-3 and CD28.6 in 

Jurkat T cells. 
After Jurkat cells had been cultured in pH 7.6 and 6.3 media for 24 h, they were stimulated 

with OKT-3 (0.2 µg/ml) and CD28.6 (5 µg/ml) for 5 min. Whole cell extracts were analyzed 

using anti-p-PLC-γ1 mAb and anti-GAPDH mAb as described in the legend of Figure 1-2. 
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Figure 1-4. [Ca2+]i in Jurkat cells stimulated by OKT-3 and CD28.6.
After Jurkat cells had been cultured in pH 7.6 and 6.3 media for 24 h, [Ca2+]i was measured as 

described in Materials and Methods. The means and standard deviations of three measurements 

obtained from cells cultured independently are represented. p values of all combinations were 

less than 0.001 at pH 7.6 and 6.3.
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Figure 1-5. Effect of BTP2 on [Ca2+]i in Jurkat cells stimulated by OKT-3 and 

CD28.6.
After Jurkat cells had been cultured in pH 7.6 and 6.3 media for 24 h, they were treated with 

BTP2 (10 µM) for 10 min and then stimulated with OKT-3 (0.2 µg/ml) and CD28.6 (5 µg/ml) 

for 5 min. [Ca2+]i was measured as described in Materials and Methods. The means and 

standard deviations of three measurements obtained from cells cultured independently are 

represented. p values of statistical analysis are represented. 
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Figure 1-6. [Ca2+]i in Jurkat mutant cells stimulated by OKT-3.
After the Jurkat mutant cells indicated had been cultured in pH 7.6 and 6.3 media for 24 h, 

[Ca2+]i was measured as described in Materials and Methods. The means and standard 

deviations of three measurements obtained from cells cultured independently are 

represented. p values of statistical analysis are represented. 
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Figure 1-7. Ca2+mobolization in Jurkat and Jurkat mutant cells stimulated by 

OKT-3 and CD28.6.
After cells indicated had been cultured in pH 7.6 and 6.3 media for 24 h, [Ca2+]i was 

measured as described in Materials and Methods. (A) Ca2+ mobolizaion in Jurkat cells 

stimulated by OKT-3 and CD28. (B) Ca2+ mobolization in Jurkat mutant cells stimulated by 

OKT-3. 
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Figure 1-8. Phosphorylation of ERK and p38 upon the addition of OKT-3 in 

Jurkat and P116 cells.
Jurkat and P116 (ZAP-70-) cells cultured in pH 7.6 and 6.3 media for 24 h were treated 

with or without OKT-3 (0.2 µg/ml) for 5 min (A) or 30 min (B). Whole cell extracts were 

analyzed using anti-p-ERK1/2 mAb, anti-ERK1 mAb, anti-p-p38 mAb, and anti-p38 mAb

as described in the legend of Figure 1-2. 
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Figure 1-9. The nuclear translocation of transcription factors NF-κB and 

NFAT upon the addition of OKT-3 in Jurkat T cells.
Jurkat cells cultured in pH 7.6 and 6.3 media for 24 h were treated with the indicated 

concentration of OKT-3 for 4 hr. Cytosol and nuclear fractions were isolated by NE-PER 

Reagents. The proteins were analyzed by immunoblot using anti-NFκB mAb and anti-

NFAT mAb.
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Figure 1-10. Expression of IL-10 and IL-2 in Jurkat cells.
Jurkat cells cultured in pH 7.6 and 6.3 media for 24 h were treated with OKT-3 (0.2 

µg/ml) or CD28.6 (5 µg/ml) for 5 min. Whole RNA was extracted and mRNA levels of 

IL-10 (A) and IL-2 (B) were measured with real-time PCR as described in Materials and 

Methods. The means and standard deviations of six measurements obtained from cells of 

two independent cultures are represented. Statistical analysis of IL-2 expression: p<0.01 

compared with no addition at pH 7.6; p>0.3 compared with “no addition” at pH 6.3. 
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Figure 1-11. Phosphorylation of CD3-ξ , ZAP-70 and PLC γ1 in human 

peripheral blood T cells stimulated by OKT-3. 

After human T cells from peripheral blood had been cultured in pH 7.6 or 6.3 media for 24 

h, OKT-3 was added to the culture media at the indicated concentrations. After 5 min 

incubation with OKT-3 (0.2 µg/ml), the cells were harvested and whole cell extracts were 

analyzed using anti-p-CD3-ξ mAb, anti-p-ZAP-70 mAb, anti-p-PLCγ1 mAb and anti-

GAPDH mAb as described in Materials and Methods. (A) phosphorylation of CD3-ξ. (B) 

phosphorylation of ZAP-70. (C) phosphorylation of PLCγ1
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Figure 1-12. Ca2+mobilization in human peripheral blood T cells stimulated 

by OKT-3 and CD28.6.
After cells had been cultured in pH 7.6 and 6.3 media for 24 h, Ca2+ mobilization was 

measured with Fluo-4 as described in Materials and Methods. (A) Ca2+ mobilization 

stimulated by OKT-3. (B) Ca2+ mobilization stimulated by OKT-3 and CD28.6.
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1-4. Discussion 

Immune cells migrate into diseased areas, such as inflammatmγareas and cancer 

nests, to rehabilitate damaged tissues in such紅 eas.Since inflammatory areas and 

cancer nests are acidic, investigations of immune cell functions under acidic 

conditions should prove useful for understanding the immune responses in vivo. 

In the present study, the activation of proteins in the initial complex, CD3－仁, 

LAT, Lek, Syk, and ZAP-70, phosphorylation of signal proteins in the middle of 

the pathways, PLC-y, ERK, and p38, mobilization of calcium ions as second 

messengers, and cytokine gene expression as a target of the TCR signaling were 

examined wi出 cellscultured at acidic pH. The TCR signaling was found to be 

more active under acidic conditions. The underlying mechanism remains unclear. 

One possibility is that the density of TCR on the cell surface is high at acidic pH. 

The TCR signaling was strongly activated by OKT・3immediately after cells had 

been transferred to acidic medium ( data not shown), suggesting that this possibility 

was less likely. The phosphorylation level of CD3－己was not markedly increased 

by the addition of OKT-3 at the concentrations more than 0.2 μg/ml (Fig. 1・2A),

suggesting that the binding of OKT・3to TCR was saturated剖 0.2μg/ml. Based on 

these results, it can be argued that the strong activation of TCR signaling is due to 

the rapid phosphorylation of signal proteins at the initial step but not the elevated 

complex formation of TCR with antibodies. The investigation of signal pathways 

has been carried out generally with cells incubated in serum free medium. Since 

pHi was decreased during serum starvation, serum starvation was not appropriate 

for the present study, and hence medium containing FBS was always used to avoid 

serum starvation. The phosphorylation levels of signal proteins we measured and 

the level of [Ca2+]i were always high at acidic pH without the addition of OKT-3 

(Fig. 1-2, 1-3, 1・8).The basal levels of activation varied with different lots of FBS. 

Therefore, the calcium ion mobilization may be induced partially by the 

contaminating antibodies in FBS even if OKT・3is not added. The level of〔Ca2+]i

upon the addition of OKT-3, rather than the change in [Ca2+]i induced by the 
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addition of OKT-3, may be significant physiologically because the activation of the 

downstream steps is dependent on the level of [Ca2Ji but not on its change. 

In the present S加dy,Ca2+ mobilization was more s仕onglyinduced under acidic 

conditions (Fig. 1-4, 1-6) while the activation of transcription factor NF AT and the 

expression of IL-2 was not induced (Fig. 1-9, 1-10). It was reported th剖 the

expressions of IL-5 and INF-y were dependent on [Ca2Ji [49]. The expression of 

these two genes could not be induced neither under acidic conditions. These results 

lead us to concern that the Ca2+ /NF AT pathway may play an important role in 

regulating cytokine expression in acidic environments. Further investigation of the 

transcriptional activity of NF AT under acidic conditions may be indispensable for 

our understanding of the immune response functioning at low pH conditions. 

The deficiency in SLP-76 attenuated the calcium ion mobilization induced by 

CD3 stimulation at pH 7.6 as reported previously [61]. In contrast, the increase in 

[Ca2Ji in the mutant deficient in SLP-76 was similar to th瓜 inthe wild type剖 pH

6.3. Interestingly, the activation of PLC-yl and the calcium ion mobilization 

induced by CD3 stimulation were not increased by the costimulation with CD28 at 

acidic pH. Both were enhanced by the costimulation at pH 7.6 in agreement with 

previous reports [58,59]. These results imply th剖出eTCR signaling p瓜hwayto 

mobilize calcium ions is different under acidic conditions. 

It was reported that the costimulation of CD28 with TCR requires colocalization 

of TCR and CD28 at the plasma membrane [62]. TCR and CD28 might localize 

separately at acidic pH. Alternative explanation may be that the antibody binding 

to CD28 attenuates the binding of anti-CD3 antibody at acidic pH via the s仕uctural

alteration of the CD3-CD28 complex, so that induces impaired interaction of 

downstream signal proteins such as Vavl and Itk with PLC-yl [63], resulting in the 

attenuation of PLC-yl activation and Ca2+ mobilization. 

Costimulation of TCR vvith CD28 protected against anergy induction [61], and 

CD28 costimulation led to a dramatic up-re思ilationin IL・2expression [64,65]. 

CD28 was shown to play a key role on the generation of Th2 responses [66]. Our 

data showed that the CD28 stimulation further increased neither calcium ion 
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mobilization nor the IL-2 expression induced by TCR stimulation at acidic pH in 

Jurkat T cells (Fig. 1・4,1-10). And the activation of TCR signaling induced by 

CD3 stimulation is impaired at acidic pH in human T cells企omperipheral blood 

(Fig. I・11，ト12). These data lead us to紅 guethat anergy induction is not 

repressed and immune response declines under acidic conditions. However, it 

should be noted that human peripheral blood T cells are a mixture of many kinds of 

T cells. Detailed purification should be performed in order to clru汀ythe effects of 

acidic conditions on T cell functions. And immune cells have to rehabilitate 

damaged tissues in acidic diseased紅 eas.Immune cell functions under acidic 

conditions may be different企omthat observed previously at alkaline pH. Further 

investigation under acidic conditions is indispensable for our understanding 

concerning immune responses, such as anergy and autoimmune, in acidic diseぉed

紅 eas.Since statins showed low cytotoxicity against cancer cells in alkaline 

medium used generally, these drugs were not developed as加 anticancermedicine. 

Recently, clinical investigations have suggested that statins repress cancer progress 

in cancer patients. Our group found that statins had high cytotoxiciザ against

cancer cells under acidic conditions [67]. Similarly, the screening of compounds in 

acidic medium may promote the development of new medicines for 

immunotherapy against C組 cerand inflammation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

Do membrane proteins cluster without binding between 

molecules ? 

 

2-1. Introduction 

It is hard to examine the clustering of membrane protein complex 

experimentally because we have few useful methods to manipulate the complex 

formation without affecting the functions of the consisting proteins. One method to 

facilitate such examination would be kinetic analysis with the aid of the computer. 

Two types of computer simulation techniques are now available: numerical 

integration of differential equations and Monte Carlo simulation. The former 

method can address average behavior involving a large number of molecules and 

stochastic variations. In contrast, the latter can simulate both population behavior 

and single molecule dynamics. Monte Carlo simulation can also evaluate 

time-dependent fluctuations involving noise as well as cell-to-cell population 

heterogeneity [68].  

Since one cell contains less than 100,000 molecules of a given membrane 

protein and there are variations in biological phenomena, the latter method may be 

more appropriate. Receptor-ligand formation and clustering of membrane proteins 

have already been simulated with Monte Carlo techniques [68-72], and their results 

revealed the usefulness of this technique for clarification of biological phenomena. 

Various physiological meanings of the clustering of membrane proteins have 

been proposed [73-78], but the mechanism for this cluster formation remain 

unclear, although a few mechanisms have been proposed [37, 69, 79]. Woolf and 

Linderman [37] proposed that the self-assembly is induced by protein dimerization 

when the binding speed is higher than the diffusion rate of proteins. In this study, 

we found that different algorithms for Monte Carlo simulation gave different 

results concerning the cluster formation. The self-organization proposed by Woolf 
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and Linderman was seen in some algorithms, while cluster formation independent 

of the rate of the dimerization was simulated in other algorithms. We discussed 

which algorithm was more appropriate for the simulation of complex formation of 

membrane proteins, and concluded that the self-assembly is unlikely in simu. 

 

2-2. Methods 

In the present study, a simplified model in which the cell surface is represented 

as a 2-dimensional plane was assumed, and the cell surface was divided into 

subspaces. A single subspace was a cubic box with a volume of 166.1 (5.497
3
) nm

3
, 

as described previously [68]. One molecule per subspace corresponded to a 

concentration of 10 mM. Each calculation step was assumed to take 0.02 

milliseconds. In all events of our Monte Carlo procedure, real-type pseudo uniform 

random numbers (N) with the range 0 ≤ N < 1 were generated, as reported 

previously [80]. All proteins were initially distributed into randomly selected 

subspaces with equal probability. When a selected subspace was occupied, the next 

subspace was selected randomly. Dimer formation was assumed as follows. The 

binding of two proteins was accepted when the two proteins occupied the 

neighboring subspace and N was less than exp(–∆E1/RT), where ∆E1, R and T are 

the activation energy, the gas constant and the absolute temperature, respectively. 

Correspondingly, dimers dissociated when N was less than exp(–∆E2/RT).  

Each protein was assumed to have a movement direction (positive or negative 

direction on each axis), and a diffusion rate (υΜ). In this study, the  movement 

direction was set randomly, and υΜ were set to υ or υ/10, where υ had a 

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution from 0 to 999. The probability to have υ (P(υ)) 

was calculated as follows. 

 

 

when b was set to 0.005, a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of υ was obtained as 

shown in Fig. 2-1(a), in which P(998) and P(999) were 1 and 0, respectively. 

Proteins moved into their neighboring subspaces according to their directions when 

P(υ)=B(υ)/S, where S=ΣB(υ) and B(υ)=(2/π x b6)-2
x υ2

x exp(-(υ2
x b2)/2).   

υ=0

1000
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υM > τ, where τ was a pseudo uniform random number (0 ≤ τ < 1000) obtained by 

multiplication of N by 1000. Its integer parts was used for the rapid simulation. 

When υM = 0, the proteins remained in the same subspace. Proteins moved to the 

opposite side based on periodic boundary conditions when they reached the 

boundaries of simulation box. If the opposite side was occupied, the protein was 

reflected in the mirror direction. If the protein became a part of a dimer, the protein 

was allowed to pivot around its partner in a random direction. If the target subspace 

was occupied, the rotation was rejected and not repeated. The movement and 

rotation of dimers occurred at the same simulation step. 

The present simulation included two events, movements and reactions for the 

formation and dissociation of dimers. We assumed following methods for the 

selection of proteins subjected to movement or reaction.  

Method A = 0: Simulation processes were divided into two substeps, reaction 

and movement. All proteins were subjected to reaction and movement in the 

former and latter substeps, respectively. The reaction substep was carried out after 

the movement substep. 

Method A = 1: Proteins were first selected to react in each step. Monomers and 

dimers were converted to dimers and monomers, respectively, according to the 

reaction probability as described above. Proteins that did not react were subjected 

to movement. 

The moving directions of new molecules produced by the formation or the 

dissociation of dimers were determined randomly, and υM of such molecules was 

determined as follows. 

Method B = 0: υM was always set to 999 . 

Method B = 1: υM that had a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution was set as 

described above.    

Method B = 2: υM was always set to 0. 

When molecules were not reacted, the moving direction and υM of such 

molecules were updated as follows.  

Method C = 0: The movement directions and υM of all molecules were updated 
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in every step, and molecules moved according to their movement direction and 

υM as described above. If the subspace was occupied, the movement was rejected 

and not repeated.  

Method C = 1: The movement direction and υM of 0.1 % of molecules selected 

randomly were updated in every step. If the subspace was occupied, the movement 

was rejected and not repeated. 

Method C = 2: If the subspace was occupied, the molecule was reflected in the 

mirror direction. υM  was not updated. 

Method C = 3: If the subspace was occupied, the molecule was reflected in the 

mirror direction, and υM  was updated. 

Method C = 4: This method included the conditions of both Method C = 1 and 

Method C = 2. 

Method C = 5: This model included the conditions of both Method C = 1 and 

Method C = 3. 

The trajectories of membrane proteins are shown in Fig. 2-1(b) and (c). 

Cluster size was defined as follows. All proteins presented in the neighboring 

subspaces are defined as belonging to the same cluster, and the cluster size was 

measured by counting all kinds of proteins in the cluster.  

The source code of the computing program was implemented using the 

C-language with Visual Studio C++.net (Microsoft Co.), and the program was run 

on a personal computer under Windows XP or 2000 (Microsoft Co.).  

 

2-3. Results and Discussion 

In the first simulations (Fig. 2-2), the binding probabilities (exp(–∆E1/RT)) were 

set as shown in Table 1. To simulate the binding rate constant (k), the simulation 

surface was assumed to contain 80×80 subspaces and the number of proteins was 

set to 960. The binding rate constant was calculated from 100 simulated values 

with 10 different ∆E1 values. The constants were obtained with two other 

simulation surfaces consisting of 50×50 and 100×100 subspaces containing 750 
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and 500 proteins, respectively. The average values were shown in Table 1. The 

dissociation probabilities (exp(–∆E2/RT)) were set to one-tenth of the binding 

probabilities in all simulations. The average diffusion coefficients calculated from 

the moving distances of 1000 proteins as described previously [68] are shown in 

Table 2. In this calculation, proteins are allowed to move even if the target 

subspace is occupied. 

In the first simulation, a simulation surface consisting 80×80 subspaces and 960 

monomers were set. 15 % of subspaces were occupied by proteins under these 

conditions. The average cluster size was the same at all binding rate constants in 

Method 0-1-0 (This means that Method A = 0, Method B = 1, Method C = 0) as 

shown in Fig. 2-2(a). This cluster may be formed without interaction between 

molecules at a high protein density due to proteins not being distributed uniformly 

at a given moment. The size of such clusters increases as the protein density 

increases as shown in Fig. 2-2(a), 2-3(a), and 2-4(a).    

Woolf and Linderman [37] proposed that the clustering increased when the 

binding rate constant was high. In their simulations, molecules were first subjected 

to reaction and molecules that were not reacted were subjected to movement. The 

cluster size increased as the binding rate constant increased under their conditions 

(Method 1-1-0, Fig. 2-2(b)). The same results were obtained in Method 1-0-1, 

Method 1-1-1, Method 1-1-5 (data not shown). In this method (Method A = 1), 

monomers dissociated from dimers do not move because these monomers are not 

selected for movement. In the next step, a large proportion of such monomers are 

selected again to form dimers when the binding rate constant is high. This means 

that a large proportion of dissociated monomers form dimers again without moving 

at the next step. Therefore, the cluster size is larger at a high binding rate constant. 

In contrast, when the reaction and movement events are repeated at every step 

(Method A = 0), dissociated monomers have the same potential to associate as 

monomers formed in previous steps. The same results were obtained with different 

protein densities except that the cluster size and number of dimers increased as the 

density increased (Fig. 2-4(a) and (b)). To confirm this explanation, moving energy 
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of dissociated monomers was set to zero in Method A = 0, i.e., such monomers do 

not move in the next step. As shown in Fig. 2-2(c), the cluster size increased as the 

binding rate constant increased. 

The increase in the cluster size accompanies a decrease in entropy. In the simple 

model used in this simulation, no additional energy was supplied for the decrease 

in entropy when the binding rate constant increased. Therefore, it is reasonable to 

assume that cluster size is constant at any binding rate constant, suggesting that 

Method A = 1 is inadequate. Method B = 0 and Method B = 2 seem to be far 

removed from natural conditions. Therefore, Method A = 0 and Method B = 1 

seem to be adequate.  

The next point is which method is appropriate in Method C. In the method 

described above, the diffusion rates and movement directions of all molecules were 

updated immediately before the movement in every step. However, it is more 

reasonable to assume that each molecule has a different molecule activity, namely 

a different diffusion rate, and keeps the same energy for a while. Therefore, namely 

Method C = 0 is less likely. 

The question is thus when molecular activity changes. We first assume that 0.1 

% of molecules selected randomly were updated in every step (Method C = 1). The 

average cluster size decreased as the binding rate constant increased in these 

conditions, while the decrease in the number of dimers was small (Fig. 2-2(d)). 

This decrease was similar when the density of proteins increased 2-fold (Fig. 

2-3(c)) and small at a low density of proteins (Fig. 2-4(c)). In this simulation, when 

a protein ran against another protein, its movement was cancelled and its 

movement direction was not updated. When the binding rate constant was high, 

each such protein formed a dimer with its neighboring protein immediately, and 

the movement direction of the dimer was newly assigned. Consequently, the dimer 

moved away, resulting in a decrease in the cluster size. In contrast, when the 

binding rate constant was low, proteins that ran against another protein in cluster 

stayed in the same subspaces for a long time until the proteins were subjected to 

reaction. This may be the reason for the increase in cluster size at a low binding 
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rate constant.     

 It is likely that the molecular energy is changed when a collision between 

molecules occurs in the natural case. In the next simulation, the diffusion direction 

was updated only when a protein ran against another protein (Method C = 2). The 

average cluster size was the same for all binding rate constants (Fig. 2-2(e)). The 

same results were obtained when both diffusion rate and direction were updated 

only when a molecule ran into another molecule (Method C = 3, Fig. 2-2(f)). It is 

likely that energy is released in a open space even if there is no collision. The same 

results were obtained in Method C = 4 and 5 which included the updating of 0.1 % 

of molecules at every step (Method C = 1) in addition to the conditions of Method 

C = 2 and 3, respectively (Fig. 2-2(g) and (h)). The cluster sizes were the same 

again in Method C = 2 to 5 at the protein densities described in Fig. 2-3 and 2-4 

(data obtained with Method C = 2 to 4 are not shown). 

The binding rate constants measured experimentally were less than 1×10
7
 M

-1
 

sec
-1 

[81-84]. When the binding rate constant was less than 5×10
6
 M

-1
 sec

-1
, all 

methods used in the present simulation gave the similar results except Method 

0-1-1 (Fig. 2-2, 2-3, 2-4). However, it may be better to use Method 0-1-5. 

In Method C = 1, 4 and 5, 0.1 % of proteins selected randomly were updated in 

every step. It remains unclear whether this setting is the most appropriate or not. 

The trajectories in Method C = 5 (Fig. 2-1(c)) were similar to those observed 

experimentally [85]. Although more detailed experimental data are required for 

more proper setting, 0.1 % is probably appropriate.   

When the diffusion coefficient of molecules was increased 10 fold (υM = υ), 

similar results were obtained except that the cluster size decreased more 

dramatically as the binding rate constant increased as compared with the lower 

diffusion coefficient (Fig. 2-5(c)). The diffusion coefficient of membrane proteins 

observed experimentally was 0.1 to 0.3 µm
2
 sec

-1 
in prokaryotes [86] and 

eukaryotes [87, 88], and the diffusion coefficient in the setting of υM = υ was 12.8 

µm
2
 sec

-1
 in Method C = 1. Therefore, this setting may be less appropriate. It 

should be noted that the same diffusion coefficient was obtained in Method C = 1 
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to 5 because proteins were allowed to move even if the target subspace was 

occupied when the diffusion coefficient was calculated. 

Our present simulation with appropriate algorithms demonstrated that the cluster 

size was dependent on neither the diffusion coefficient nor the binding speed of 

proteins at all protein densities tested. Thus, the self-assembly induced by protein 

dimerization with a high binding speed is unlikely in situ. 

GPCRs have been shown to form not only dimers but also oligomers [74, 89-91], 

but structural studies of these receptors have suggested them to have only one 

protein-protein binding site [92]. It may be possible for a membrane protein 

complex to be formed without such binding site. One possibility is that the 

hydrophilic surface regions of membrane proteins might bind each other in the 

membranes. Another possibility is that matrix proteins in outer or inner cell surface 

trap membrane proteins in a local area to increase the protein density. It was 

observed that membrane proteins undergoing Brownian diffusion were confined 

within a limited area, probably by the binding to a membrane -associated 

cytoskeleton network [93]. In any case, some interactions between proteins may be 

required for the cluster formation of membrane proteins on the cell surface at a low 

protein density observed experimentally. 

We examined the cluster formation with Monte Carlo simulation using two 

algorithms. The first one was that simulation processes were divided into two 

substeps. All proteins were subjected to movement in the first substep, and then 

subjected to reaction in the second substep. The second algorithm was that proteins 

were first selected to react and then proteins that did not react were subjected to 

movement in each step. The self-assembly induced by protein dimerization with a 

high binding speed, which was claimed by Woolf and Linderman [37], was 

simulated with the second algorithm, while the cluster size was dependent on 

neither the diffusion coefficient nor the binding speed of proteins with the first 

algorithm. In the second algorithm, monomers dissociated from dimmers do not 

move because these monomers are not selected for movement, and a large 

proportion of such monomers are selected to form dimers before their movements 
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in the next step. The self-organization was again stimulated in the former algorithm 

containing the conditions that the monomers dissociated from dimers did not move 

in the next movement substep. This algorithm seems to be far removed from 

natural conditions. Thus, it is inferred that the self-assembly induced by protein 

dimerization is unlikely in simu, and that some interaction between proteins is 

required for the cluster formation. 

  The second algorithm has been used in many previous works, but the present 

simulation suggests that the first one is more appropriate. We also examined which 

algorithm was more appropriate for the molecular movement. It has been assumed 

in many previous simulations that molecules move to the neighboring subspace 

randomly in each simulation step. In this study, it was shown to be more 

appropriate that molecules continued to have the same direction for a while and the 

direction was changed at the step selected randomly. Many previous studies 

adopted the algorithm that movement was cancelled when the collision occurred. 

The present study demonstrated that this algorithm was less appropriate, and 

molecules should change their movement direction in a mirror manner when the 

neighboring subspace was occupied. It should be clarified in future simulations 

which interaction is required for clustering of membrane proteins observed 

experimentally using these appropriate methods. 

 

 

 



Table 1. Binding rate constants 

ΔE1/RT* binding probability binding rate constants (k)** log (k) 

0.01

0.11

1.20

2.41

3.50

4.71

5.81

7.01

8.11

9.32

0.99

9.0×10-1

3.0×10-1

9.0×10-2

3.0×10-2

9.0×10-3

3.0×10-3

9.0×10-4

3.0×10-4

9.0×10-4

(1.04±0.32)×107

(9.75±2.90)×106

(4.51±0.68)×106

(1.61±0.07)×106

(5.45±0.42)×105

(1.58±0.06)×105

(5.38±0.51)×104

(1.60±0.07)×104

(5.66±0.31)×103

(1.64±0.05)×103

7.02

6.99

6.65

6.21

5.74

5.20

4.73

4.20

3.75

3.21

*see Methods

**M-1•sec-1

Table 2. Diffusion coefficients

Method C Diffusion coefficients (µm2/s)υΜ

0

0

1

1 

υ 
υ/10
υ
υ/10

0.166±0.005

0.0169±0.0004

12.8±0.5

0.145±0.003
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Figure 2-1. Distribution of diffusion rates and trajectories of membrane protein 

movement.

(a) Distribution of diffusion rates. (b) and (c) The position of a given protein were plotted for 

1×105 steps (2 sec) at interval of 10 steps (0.2 msec). Method C = 0 (b) and Method C = 5 (c) 

were used. The numbers of subspaces and proteins set in this simulation were 80×80 and 

960, respectively.
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(b) Method C = 0 (c) Method C = 5

(a)



Figure 2-2. The average clustering size and the number of dimers when the 

molecular density was 4950 proteins per mm2 and υΜ was υ/10.
The cell surface consisted of 80×80 subspaces, and the number of proteins was initially set to 

960. 15 % of subspaces were initially occupied with proteins. The diffusion rates of proteins 

(υΜ) were set υ/10. Methods used are indicated in the figures. After the reaction reached 

equilibrium stage, the total number of monomers and dimers was calculated in each cluster at 

each step, and average value was obtained (closed circles). The number of dimers at each step 

was calculated and average percentage of proteins that formed dimers was obtained (open 

circles). Each point represents the average values obtained from 100 measurements, and 

standard deviations were less than 5 % in all measurements. The horizontal line represents the 

binding rate constant (k). 

(a) Method 0-1-0 (e) Method 0-1-2

(b) Method 1-1-0 (f) Method 0-1-3

(c) Method 0-2-5 (g) Method 0-1-4

(d) Method 0-1-1 (h) Method 0-1-5
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Figure 2-3. The average cluster size and the number of dimers when the 

molecular density was 9900 proteins per µm2 and υΜ was υ/10.
The simulation conditions were the same as in Figure 2-2 except that the cell surface consisted 

of 50×50 subspaces and the number of proteins was initially set to 750. 30 % of subspaces 

were initially occupied by proteins.

(a) Method 0-1-0

(b) Method 1-1-0

(c) Method 0-1-1

(d) Method 0-1-5
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(a) Method 0-1-0

(b) Method 1-1-0

(c) Method 0-1-1

(d) Method 0-1-5

Figure 2-4. The average cluster size and the number of dimers when the 

molecular density was 1650 proteins per µm2 and υΜ was υ/10.
The simulation conditions were the same as in Figure 2-2 except that the cell surface 

consisted of 100×100 subspaces and the number of proteins was initially set to 500. 5 % of 

subspaces were initially occupied by proteins.
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(a) Method 0-1-0

(b) Method 1-1-0

(c) Method 0-1-1

(d) Method 0-1-5

Figure 2-5. The average cluster size and the number of dimers when the 

molecular density was 4950 proteins per µm2 and υΜ was υ/10.
The simulation conditions were the same as in Figure 2-2 except that the diffusion rate of 

proteins (υΜ) was set to υ. 

-47-
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this study, the effect of extracellular acidic pH on TCR signaling was 

examined with Jurkat T cells and human T cells from peripheral blood. It had 

found that in Jurkat T cells that (1) after CD3 stimulation TCR signaling followed 

by ZAP-70, ERK and p38 was more active, (2) Ca
2+
 mobilization was more 

strongly induced by CD3 stimulation through ZAP-70 and LAT, but not SLP-76, 

while CD28 costimulation attenuated the Ca
2+
 mobilization at acidic pH, and (3) 

IL-2 expression was not induced by the activation of TCR signaling under acidic 

conditions. In human T cells from peripheral blood, the initial step of TCR 

signaling and Ca
2+
 mobilization induced by CD3 were weaker in acidic 

environments. These data showed that TCR signaling pathways initiated by CD3 

stimulation are different in parts under different pH conditions. 

It was found in this study that the clustering by the self-assembly was not 

simulated when an appropriate algorithm was used, suggesting that some 

protein-protein interaction is essential for the clustering of the TCR complex. In 

addition, it was suggested experimentally that different clusters may be formed 

under different pH conditions. 
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